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Back to the start of the universe
TRISH BEAVER

A GENERAL interest in physics has
become a life’s passion for Pieterma-
ritzburg resident Frikkie de Bruyn,
who has invested a great deal of en-
ergy in studying cosmology and the
mysteries of the universe.

He believes a study into the cos-
mology of the universe will equip
young scientists with greater skills.
While he has no fomal tertiary edu-
cation in maths and physics, past
what he learned at high school, it is
his passion and determination that
have led him to form and head up
alocalcosmologysectionof theASSA
(Astronomical Society of Southern
Africa).

He believes that students and peo-
ple with an interest in physics and
astronomy should join to work out
the answers to questions that have
puzzled scientists for centuries. De
Bruyn says that the recently an-
nounced SKA project (Square Kilo-
metre Array) will open up new ave-
nues for B.Sc. students with an inter-
est in astronomy and cosmology.

WhileDeBruynencouragesyoung
scientists to join his society, he ad-
mits that his own knowledge was
self-taught. He passed his matric in
1962andwentstraight toworkover-
seas for the South African Tourist
Corporation, where his job was to
encourage foreign tourists to visit
South Africa.

He returned to South Africa and
started working for Home Affairs,
and in 1984 he transferred to the
KZN Provincial Administration. He
was working at Natalia when his in-
terest in physics was awoken.

He said: “I read books written by
Professor Stephen Hawking, A Brief
History of Time, among others. I was
fascinated and then I used to go to
thelibraryinmylunchhourandread
up on physics and astronomy. I was
invitedtojointhethenMidlandsCen-
tre of the Astronomical Society of
Southern Africa.

“After my retirement I did my first
presentationtotheASSAsymposium
held at the Pretoria centre of ASSA
in 2002. After a presentation to the
ASSA symposium in Durban, I ap-
proached the ASSA council asking
for permission to establish a cosmol-
ogy section.”

Cosmology is the study of the ori-
gins and eventual fate of the uni-
verse. Physical cosmology is the sci-
entific study of the origin, evolution,
structure, dynamics, and ultimate
fate of the universe, as well as the
natural laws that keep it in order.

“While astronomy is the study of
stars and planets such as our solar
system and galaxies, in cosmology
westudy theuniverseasawholeand
gomuchfurtherbackintothehistory
[evolution] of the universe. Cosmolo-
gists study the first galaxies and
stars, theroleofquasars [blackholes
in the formation of galaxies] and the
very early universe. We can go back
to when the universe was a trillionth
of a billionth of a billionth of a bil-
lionth of a second old.”

De Bruyn believes the SKA offers
budding cosmologists many oppor-
tunities. “They’ll get a chance to
study the early galaxies, analyse the
light emitted, study and solve prob-
lems such as how did the first stars
and galaxies form and what were
conditions in the early universe. We
still don’t know if the universe
evolved from a quantum object.
There are still so many questions to
be answered,” he said.

“The South African Cosmology
section started off with 28 members

and currently we have 51 members,
of which one is in Moscow, one in
Canada,one inAustraliaandtherest
in South Africa. Our section is very
active and we communicate via the
Internet. Members circulate news of
interest to cosmology, such as press
releases and scientific papers. We

discuss these and ther implications
for cosmology.”

Recently the group worked on a
complex problem and discovered
that the calculations done by an emi-
nent university in America were in-
correct. It was a great boost for the
group.

De Bruyn said: “Maths is the ‘lan-
guage’ we use to describe what we
see in the skies. We can use ordinary
language,butmathsisaveryspecific
and accurate way of describing the
object of study. Words are not. Maths
is the language of nature and we use
it to unlock the secrets of nature.

“By using maths, physics and as-
tronomy, we can begin to under-
stand a problem, make a sketch if
you like, and then develop the maths
equation to explain and solve the
problem. There are many problems
that still have to be solved such as
dark matter, dark energy, the ques-

tion of is the universe infinite, the
shape of the universe, and we may
discover more questions than an-
swers as we uncover information.”

De Bruyn says that cosmologists
are trying togobackto thebeginning
of the universe to try and figure out
what is likely tohappen in the future.
“ I am convinced we will solve the
riddle of the beginning of time when
we unite General Relativity and
Quantum Physics.”

DeBruynsaysthatas“endoftime”
theories have become popular sci-
ence, cosmology does not support
the end of the world.

He said: “The greatest threat to
the Earth is a meteor that goes unde-
tected and can wipe out all life on
Earth,dependingon its size.Acomet
can do the same, but our chances of
detecting it in time are better than
for a meteor.”

He does not find that his quest to
understand the universe conflicts
with his religious beliefs at all.

“Religion is based on belief where
science is based on fact. Even if I
should come to understand how the
universe was formed, I would still
have a personal belief in God.”

As De Bruyn works in his garden,
he is constantly puzzling over the
questions of physics and maths, and
sometimes when he thinks he has
madeabreakthrough,herunsinside
to scribble down his new ideas.
These will be shared with his peers
and they will try and find pieces of
the puzzle that fit together.
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Space seen through the lens of
the Hubble telescope

THE next robotic rover to explore
Mars in 2020 should scour the sur-
face of the red planet more closely
than before for signs of past life, a
Nasa science team said recently.

The U.S. space agency’s Science
Definition Team (SDT) released a
154-page document containing its
proposals for thenextMarsrover,af-
ter five months of work.

Themissionwouldusemicroscop-
ic analysis for the first time, collect
the first rocksamples forpossiblere-
turn to Earth and test ways to use
natural resources on site for a future
human trip, it said.

The Mars 2020 mission would
build on the work being done by
Nasa’s Curiosity rover, which has
been exploring the red planet since
August 2012 and has already found
evidence of potentially habitable en-
vironments.

The mission would present “a ma-
jor step toward seeking signs of life”,
saidJimGreen,directorof thePlane-
tary Science Division at Nasa head-
quarters.

Thenextstepis forNasatoanalyse
the recommendations and issue a
call for scientific instruments, which
could include higher resolution im-
aging devices, microscopes, fine-

scale mineralogy, chemistry and or-
ganic carbon detection tools to scan

for biosignatures on the surface of
Mars.

“To combine this suite of instru-
ments would be incredibly power-

ful,” said Jack Mustard, SDT chair
and professor of geological sciences

at Brown University.
The rover would collect about 31

samples that might someday be re-
turned to Earth, representing “a leg-
acy for understanding the develop-
ment of habitability on the planet”,
he said.

The U.S. space agency has not yet
devised the technology to bring the
cache back to Earth without disturb-
ing its contents, and no plans have
been set for any potential sample re-
turn.

The next Nasa mission to Mars is
a November launch of Maven, an or-
biter that will study how Mars inter-
acted with solar wind and lost its at-
mosphere.

The European Space Agency will
follow in 2018 with its ExoMars rov-
er.

John Grunsfeld, Nasa’s associate
administrator for science, said the
2020 Mars rover would get the U.S.
space agency to the next step in the
“quest to answer the grand ques-
tions”, before a planned human mis-
sion in the 2030s.

“Do we see any evidence of past
life in those habitable environ-
ments?” he said, alluding to the aims
of the future missions.

— AFP.

Scientists already planning for Mars mission that will probe for signs of life
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The surface of Mars — the next rover to go to Mars will use microscopic analysis for the first time, collect the first rock samples for possible
return to Earth and test ways to use natural resources on site for a future human trip.

IT’S 2013 — Facebook has been around
for the best part of a decade and has over
one billion members.

Everyone from your grandpa to your
high school date is on Facebook and
there are millions of people socialising
on this social network channel daily.
Eventhoughall thestatsregardingFace-
book are pretty impressive, is it really
worth all of your efforts for marketing
purposes? Itdefinitely is, if youuse it cor-
rectly with a clearly laid out strategy.

Many businesses with Facebook busi-
ness pages only update their pages with
a generic comment or question, leave it
alone for a few days, and then wonder
why on Earth they are not getting any
new feedback and engagement from
their network. There’s no definite rule
book on what you should do on Facebook
to make sure your social media efforts
are not in vain, but here are five tips that
can help you make your Facebook busi-
ness page more lively and drive engage-
ment from your network.

Timing your posts
Mostpeoplestart theirdaygoingtowork,
checking their e-mail and other messag-
es, and drinking a cup of coffee before
they start with their work schedule.
While this might sound crazy, use this to
your advantage to help your business
connect with your network online. Do a
test and see when your posts receive the
most interaction. Test them three times
daily — in the morning, lunch time, and
early evening to start with. When you
have tested and established when you
should post your updates, you will be
able to connect with your network on Fa-
cebook more effectively.

Magnetic content
Just as you will lose interest when some-
one at a traditional networking event
starts blabbering about something that
you find dull, your community on Face-
book won’t stick around if your updates
are boring and over self-promotional.
One way to overcome this is to focus on
magnetic content. This is content that
your audience will find relevant, inter-
esting,andwillencourageyouraudience
to share with their network. Share and
update links to funny images, useful con-
tent and interesting facts. When you are
providing good content that benefits
your network, they will feel more in-
clined to connect with your brand on Fa-
cebook.

Pictures
Pictures tell a story. Take advantage of
this and post relevant, interesting, and
captivating images along with your up-
dates. You really don’t need an over-the-
top, fancy camera; just make sure that
the pictures that you post will make an
impression on your audience and that
they are relevant. Funny pictures with
quirky remarks also have the ability to
driveengagementamongyouraudience.

Upload a new cover photo
Your cover photo is an important space
foryourbusinessonFacebook.Eachnew
update or comment that you make while
acting as your brand on Facebook will
display your cover photo. It allows you
to reflect your business values and cul-
ture, while also showcasing what your
business stands for. Take some time and
create a cover photo that will make an
impression. Keep it simple and profes-
sional.Ahumanfaceonyourcoverphoto
will make it more personal.

Feedback
Many people online give their feedback
and input regarding a specific product,
service or brand. Use your business page
on Facebook to get this information from
your customers instead of paying for fo-
cus groups. If you are launching a new
set of tools at your hardware shop, ask
yournetworkwhat they thinkaboutyour
idea. If you are getting ready to launch
a new product line or you’ve recently
made changes to a product or service,
ask your network how they feel about it.

People want to feel like the brand and
business care about their opinion.

Put a personal spin on your Facebook
page and focus on engaging with your
network. This will help your brand be-
come more memorable and appealing to
your customers.

Making your
Facebook
business
page lively
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Although there’s no definite rule
book on what you should do on
Facebook to make sure your social
media efforts are not in vain, there
are some things that can help you
make your Facebook business page
more lively and to drive engagement
from your network.
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How did the universe get as big
as it is today?

We can see 13,75 billion light
years back in the history of the
universe (light travels at
300 000 km/s in a vacuum). It
took this light 13,75 billion years
to reach us.

It was Alan Guth who estab
lished that the very early universe
expanded exponentially and, of
course, cooled down in the proc
ess. This exponential expansion
of the universe from an object
smaller than an atom is known
as the Big Bang Theory.
What is Cosmic Microwave Back
ground Radiation (CMBR)?

This was discovered in 1956.
The Cosmic Microwave Back
ground Radiation is a remnant of
the Big Bang. About 7 500 years
after the Big Bang, the universe
cooled enough for electrons to
form atomic nuclei and, very im
portant, for light to travel freely.
It is this light that we now ob
serve in the microwave wave

length of light as the Microwave
Background Radiation.

It is much cooler than the mi
crowaves we use in ovens. Its
temperature is about 270° Celsi
us, or about 3,75 Kelvin. Zero
Kelvin is absolute zero, the point
at which all thermal motion ceas
es. We can only see a very small
portion of light rays.

What are solar flares?
A star, such as the Sun, is a

ball of very hot gas held together
by its own gravity. At its core, it
fuses hydrogen into helium (like
a hydrogen bomb) and releases
enormous amounts of energy in
the process. It is some of this en
ergy we feel as heat in the sun
light.

The sun is highly magnetised
and the magnetism comes to the
“surface” of the Sun in the form
of giant arches. When these arch
es meet and are strong enough,
it snaps and sends extremely en
ergetic protons out, sometimes
towards the Earth.

It is these particles that inter
act with the magnetic sphere that
protects the Earth and cause the
Northern Lights and Southern
Lights.
Stars

Some stars are massive and
end their lives in tremendous ex
plosions called supernovae. The
elements of everything, including

our bodies, are forged in such
exploding stars. The supernova
briefly outshines an entire galaxy.

The Sun will end its life in
about 5½ billion years as a red
giant. Its outer parts will, accord
ing to speculation, reach the
Earth. It will then leave behind a
small ‘star’ called a white dwarf,
which is gravitationally very pow
erful.

Many of the white dwarfs are
part of a binary system. Its pow
erful gravity will pull matter from
its companion star and explode
in a supernova.
What is a galaxy?

A galaxy is a large collection
of stars and gas orbiting a com
mon centre of mass.
What is a Quasar?

A quasar is the same as a
black hole. In the early universe,
scientists noted starlike objects
far brighter than entire galaxies.
These turned out to be black
holes at the centre of young gal
axies in the process of formation.

COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT COSMOLOGY:


